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Never mind a garden office — how about a cinema, library and gym?

Grab
a shed
load
of fun
T

he shed no longer
lurks modestly at
the back of the
garden
by
the
compost heap.

As more of us search
for extra space in which to work,
rest or play, its primary role as
keeper of plant pots and
p araphernalia has evolved into
something more sophisticated and
easy on the eye.
It’s like a  second home, but
without the journey.
Architect Rodrigo Moreno Masey
(morenomasey.com) recently built
an updated version in his own
South-West London garden. It’s a
large, multi-functional space with
a rural feel.
‘I was inspired by the timber
shacks that you see in the Austrian
landscape,’ he says of the structure,
which is clad in reclaimed English
oak. ‘I wanted to reinvent the classic agricultural building, making it
crisper and cleaner.’
With a growing family, he found
that the existing living areas of his
home were already spoken for, and
it was time to create a different
type of space which was neither

shed, nor garden room or house.
‘It fulfils many functions, including
serving as an office space, cinema
room, weekend hangout area and
exercise studio,’ he says.
‘It also has concealed storage to
house bikes and garden tools, so
it’s still practical.’
Flexibility is the key says interior
designer Sheena Murphy
(nunenune.com), a fan of simple
A-frame structures.
‘Whether a member of the family
wants a separate space from the
house to get some work done, or
there is a need for a dedicated
playroom, or a spare bedroom, the
modern shed can be built,
insulated and modified to accommodate a number of functions.
‘These spaces can be adapted
depending on your needs. They
work brilliantly as yoga studios,
craft rooms, offices, movie rooms
and art studios.’
Contemporary structures like
these are obviously not as cheap
as standard garden sheds sold by
DIY stores, but they are far more
affordable than loft extensions or
basement conversions. In many
cases, off-the-peg designs can be

Multi-functional: Moreno Masey’s shed is an office and hangout, but also has storage space

more expensive than working up landscape rather than imitating
your own version with the help of the look of your home.
It took a week for the basic
an architect, joiner or builder, so
don’t be afraid to roll up your structure of Moreno Masey’s shed
to go up, and it was mounted on a
sleeves for the best results.
A b e s p o k e , f u n c t i o n a l concrete slab. The entire build was
completed in two months and
retreat  such as Moreno
included adding a waterMasey’s costs about
proof membrane before
£30,000 — more ecofinishing the structure
nomical
than
with oak cladding.
a   t r a d i t i o n a l
Many buildings
e xtension, but
like these don’t
equally practineed planning
cal. Off-the permission, but
shelf,
lowcheck what lies
energy  garden
Dylan Thomas,
within the realms
offices, such as
of permitted
those provided
Agatha Christie
development and
by  Vivid Green
and Roald Dahl
what consents
(vividgreen.co.
all wrote in
might be required at
uk) start at £10,775.
the Planning Portal
Form and  function
their sheds (planningportal.co.uk),
are equally important.
especially if you are opting
It helps to  understand
for a large structure or if you live
how you’d like to use the space
and in most cases, the shed will be in a listed home.
Try building a shed that works
visible from the house, so a simple
within its context — Moreno
aesthetic is best.
Try avoiding unsightly window Masey’s occupies the full width of
frames such as uPVC and consider the garden of his terraced house,
b u i l d i n g a s t r u c t u r e t h a t is angled away from the neighbours
c omplements its setting and and features an ‘up and over’

Home
truth

story behind 		
n  Why the name? It comes from the
Persian word for needle: ‘Suzan’.
n  Where is it from? Uzbekistan.
Embroidered textiles have been made
for centuries by the nomadic tribes
t rave l l i n g i n
Central Asia.
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Suzani textiles
symbolised the coming together of
two families. Girls would make them in
preparation for  marriage and the
f inished piece would be part of 
their dowry.
n   W h a t
do
the patterns
symbolise?
Luck, health,
long life and
fertility. Suzani
patterns tend to
be  particular
to specific areas
of Uzbekistan.

n   SO
they
embroidered
everywhere
they went?
Ye s , u s i n g
n arrow strips
of
cloth,
which were
then pieced
together.

n  What are they
for today? they
can be used as a
b e d c o v e r
or
a throw.

n   I s
it
antique?
This one isn’t,
b u t s u za n i s
have been
around since
the 15th century.
n  What was their purpose? They

garage door at its entrance, so as
not to obstruct the tree in front
of it. Clever interiors will help the
space take on different roles. 
Electric underfloor heating will
turn your shed into a cosy  yearround room, and you can link it to
your smart phone for easy
temperature control.
Think ahead, too — consider adding plumbing at the build stage so
it could become an independent
sleeping quarters in the future.
You could paint one wall in a
flat grey, which works well for
projecting films on movie nights.
Add some softening elements, too,
such as books and fabrics.
‘You’ll want to layer on the
textures and keep things as tactile
as possible to create a welcoming
and cosy environment,’ says
Nune’s Sheena Murphy. ‘So blend
functional furniture with artwork,
accessories and colour.’
Small in size but not in impact,
the super shed holds the key to
more than just your garden tools.
It could provide you with the
perfect winter retreat, too.

n Can I buy this
one? You can. It’s
£485,  t i n s m i t h s .
co.uk
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